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Abstract
This document is one of the parts of the electronic version of the PhD thesis by
SFM van Vlijmen  The goal of the PhD project was to get a better under
standing of the problems with the integration of formal specication technique in
the day to day software practice The approach followed was to execute a number
of projects in cooperation with industry on realistic cases
In this document is reported on the design of an innovative system for the control
of bus stations The innovative aspect is that buses do not have a xed platform at
the station the platform is dynamically assigned and communicated to the driver
upon entering the station It was tried to specify data and processes in an algebraic
style During the project it turned out that formal specication in this style did
not work to our advantage
Fall  Nederland Haarlem assigned to the University of Utrecht two re
search projects One devoted to a control system for compact dynamic bus
stations and another devoted to a decision support system for replacement
of lamps in trac lights that optimizes for eciency and reliability Both
projects were executed in close cooperation with the National Research In
stitute for Mathematics and Computer Science CWI	 The former project is
discussed in this chapter the latter forms the subject of Section 

of Chapter
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A conventional bus station has a xed platform for each bus line When
dierent lines use the same platform then the time table has to be setup in
such a way that the halting intervals do not overlap Even stronger to avoid
conicts over the occupation of a shared platform due to delays the time table
should contain appropriate margins between halting intervals
When the assignment of lines to platforms and their halting time is dy
namically determined instead of beforehand one may wonder whether the
number of platforms of a bus station could be decreased and consequently
the occupation degree of the remaining platforms be increased If so such a
bus station will be smaller in size this is of great advantage in cities where
space is often sparse furthermore provided bus service information for all lines
is properly displayed the bus station will be more passenger friendly because
it will be more surveyable and more informative An additional advantage
could be a better service because the logistics of the bus station could be
more exible and responsive The type of bus station just described is called
a compact dynamic bus station or CDB for short The installation used at
the bus station next to the train station of Eindhoven shows the feasibility of
dynamic assignment and that a decrease in size can be achieved Though to
my knowledge the installation in Eindhoven is partly human operated
The question addressed in the project was whether the scheduling can be
automated eg by using techniques from the realm of operations research
Moreover because it is a reasonably new type of system and the decision
module has to be embedded in a larger system there was also a software design
question From the early discussions with Nederland Haarlem it became clear
that linear programming appeared to be a serious candidate With this idea in
mind an initial model of a control system has been developed Following the
model a generic prototype has been built that has indicated clearly that the
formulated control approach and the use of linear programming are feasible
The prototype was instantiated with a projected CDB for the Dutch town of
Apeldoorn In the project report 	 is dierentiated between the model and
the prototype based on the model In this chapter the two are combined in
one model The model will be discussed in Sections  to  Because this thesis
is devoted to the application of formal specication techniques and engineering
aspects the intricacies of the linear programming will only be addressed by
means of an example see Section  In Section 
 the project will be evaluated
and conclusions will be drawn
 Compact dynamic bus station outline
In Figure  the components of the model are schematically depicted Note
that other routes are feasible ie from a buer to an exit these were not
considered
Central elements are the platforms A platform is a sequence of one or
more bus stops or stops for short We assume that busses cannot overrun one

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Figure  A schematic overview of the major CDB components The dashed arrows
indicate the routes of busses the continuous arrows indicate information 	ow
another at a platform and when the top bus drives o the remaining busses
shift forward Note that the latter assumption may not be realistic but it was
appropriate for this initial study Furthermore the number of bus stops at a
platform is not xed It depends in our model on the length of the busses
The fallback platform is a platform that is intended to be used when there is
no acceptable schedule that only uses the buers and regular platforms
A buer is a place where a bus can temporarily wait before driving on to
a stop at a platform A buer diers from a stop in the sense that it is not
intended that passengers enter or leave a bus that halts at a buer Actually
it is expected that people who want to exit did already so at a specic stop
the disembark stop In the model developed here a buer has capacity for
one bus Buers and platforms are managed by the control system disembark
stops are not
The CDB has one or more guarded entries the guard is a electronic detector
that is connected to the control system The detector is able to uniquely
identify a passing bus With that information the control system is then
able to connect relevant line information to the detection event and take
appropriate action
The exits of the CDB are again guarded with a detector so the control
system can actually measure when a bus has left At an ideal station busses
follow the instruction of the control system precisely and these detectors would
not be necessary In the real world however there is a need for feedback in
order to measure that the abstract and internal model of the station corre
sponds to the actual state It is very well conceivable for extra feedback
that actual implementations will also have detectors at buers and platforms
However we gured that the problems that arise from the various sources of

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delays are more or less the same Hence to keep the model small just one
of them was actually modelled the very common delay at departure from a
platform
The control system predicts the arrival time of busses at entries To en
hance the quality of these predictions the feeds ie the roads followed by
busses and that lead to the station can be decorated with one or more de
tectors too In our model each feed has one detector the feed is said to be
guarded 
Commands eg drive to platform  and other relevant information eg
exit  is blocked have to be conveyed to the bus drivers Also the passen
gers have to be informed eg Line  is due to arrive at platform  within 
minutes It is not that relevant to the model how this information is com
municated we simply assumed the existence of some collection of displays
Typically these would be placed at the entries for busses entries for passen
gers and on the platforms The service manager is a person who has the nal
responsibility over the logistic process at the CDB The service manager may
edit the schedule eg to remove services add services or prioritize services
Interactions with a service manager were not studied
Before going into details I discuss the basic behavioural characteristics
of the whole system The scheduling performed by the system has to secure
an ordered ow of busses along a platform and an assignment of busses to a
platform in accordance with its capacity Then the scheduling should be such
that it is recognizable regular and nonchaotic ie a service should preferably
be assigned the same platform each time it arrives and the schedule should
preferably not reassign busses that are close to the station Furthermore once
a moment of departure is stated it has to be respected in the sense that a
bus may not leave earlier than this moment Finally it should be possible to
constrain the assignment of specic services to specic platforms The latter
is eg necessary when a certain type of bus on a certain route cannot make
the turn to reach a certain platform
Now the components and basic behavioural characteristics have been intro
duced I focus on a solution In Section  the notion of a schedule is discussed
Then the optimization is discussed in a section on the cost function this is
Section  The system decomposition and operation is nally discussed in
Section  and 
 Station schedule
The central datastructure is the station schedule an assignment of services to
platforms over an interval of time Each line consists of one or more services
that follow certain routes The service is the entity to schedule The station
schedule can be represented by a table as in Table  The rst row is the
service identication it is the key of the table
The next two rows in the table specify the reserved platform ie the one

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service identication          
reserved platform       
       
preferred platform              
reservation start              
reservation length       min min      
halting time       min min      
reservation state       close distant      
line       
 
      
route       Central Station Old City      
bus       Volvo Daf
      
Table 
Example fragment of a station schedule
distant close announced arrived departed
bufferdelayed
platform
Figure 
 The state of a services and their relation
that is planned to be actually used and the preferred platform We have
assumed that the bus service providers design beforehand an ideal station
schedule The platform assigned to a service in this ideal schedule is called
the preferred platform Initially the platform selected as reserved platform
will be the preferred platform The distance between the reserved platform
and a projected platform is a component of the measure of optimality see
Section  on the cost function
The interval in time the reserved platform is reserved is captured in the
next two rows the reservation start and the reservation length The length
of the reservation caters for the time needed for a number of activities in
particular driving on halting and departing The row halting time species
the middle component
The halting time is less than or equal to the length of the reservation
depending on the amount of margin The lower bound of the margin is dictated
by the frequency of the schedule updates see Section 
The following row is the reservation state In Figure  the states and their
followup relation is depicted The state indicates the degree of exibility in
the assignment of a reservation and a platform to a service eg the closer
the bus the more denite its claim on what was to that moment assigned to

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it Furthermore it can be seen as renement of the platform schedule for it
handles the case that a service resides at a buer The intuition behind these
states is the following Services that are far away are said to be distant  this
is relative to the driving time from the detector at a feed to an entrance of the
station In the model this is expressed as not arriving at an entrance withinX
minutes When the service is expected to arrive withinX minutes the service
is assigned the state close In case the projected detection moment at the feed
for a bus elapses without detection the by then close service is assigned the
state delayed  When a close service or delayed service is detected at the feed
the state becomes announced  I expect the other states are obvious
The state buer is supplemented by an identication of the buer occu
pied in order to keep account of the free buers For enhanced control it may
be feasible that the states announced  arrived and departed would be supple
mented also by an identication of the exact feed entry and exit respectively
The reservation state seems a useful notion nevertheless the contents leave
room for discussion The current choices shows clearly that the current model
is experimental
The nal three rows are less involved The line says to which bus line the
service belongs The route says which tour the service drives this is needed
to gure out at which feed a service will take The bus is used in two ways
to connect detections to services and to tell the space the service occupies at
the platform
 Consistent station schedule
Consistency of a schedule means an ordered ow of services along the plat
forms in accordance with the respective platform capacities
For the discussion on the properties some auxiliary notions are handy
Say a service has reserved a platform from point of time a to point of time
b b  a The halting time is h h  b  a The arrival interval is dened
as the interval a to b h the departure interval is dened as b  h to b For
instance for a reservation from  to 
 and a halting time of  minutes
the arrival interval is    and the departure interval   

A station schedule is consistent if it has three properties
The rst property is for each pair of services that has reserved the same
platform the arrival intervals are disjunct and the departure intervals are
disjunct
Second for each pair of services s and s

that have reserved the same
platform if s arrives before s

arrives then s leaves before s

leaves
Third at any point in time the total length of busses of services that have
reserved the same platform at that moment may not exceed the platform
length
Note that many other properties are defendable and feasible eg on the
buer capacity
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Delays may cause that a station schedule becomes inconsistent because
a delay leads to a shift of a reservation conicts with the properties may
result eg departure intervals may become overlapping In case the schedule
is inconsistent a new schedule has to be found linear programming is used to
nd this schedule The properties dened above delineate the search space
Often many consistent schedules are conceivable the selection of a sched
ule depends on the cost function this function assigns a measure of optimality
to a schedule The cost function is the subject of the next section
 Cost function
A cost function assigns to each station schedule a cost the higher the cost
the less optimal the schedule There are several feasible cost functions in
the following three instantiations will be discussed The last one is of the
type used in the model All these functions take as input a measure of the
distance between the platform assigned to a service in the proposed schedule
and the reference platform of the service in the current schedule As reference
platform is selected the reserved or the preferred platform The choice depends
on the state if a service is far away from the station the reference platform
is the preferred platform once the bus of the service is close to the station
the reserved platform is selected The reserved platform rises in importance
when it can be expected that passengers have already moved to the reserved
platform and are waiting there this usually is the case when a service is close
to the station ie can be expected to arrive in the short term
Let the variables t
sp
 f g express that a service s is assigned to platform
p These variables will be called halt variables in the following When a halt
variable t
sp
has the value  this means that service s is assigned to platform
p otherwise t
sp
has the value  Of course a service can only be assigned to
one and only one platform Hence an assignment should obey that
s  Service 
X
pPlatform
t
sp
  	
Let f be a function that calculates the cost of an individual schedule adap
tation ie for a service and a suggested new reserved platform for it The
general form of the cost functions that seem appropriate for the CDB is then
X
sService
X
pPlatform
fs p	 t
sp

In other words fs p	 species costs for all conceivable individual adaptations
t
sp
serves as a selector
Consider the station with nine linearly ordered platforms as in Figure 
Suppose fs p	  distancep references		 When say service S

has plat
form  as reference platform then we could arrive at the following distances
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Figure  Example of a bus station with nine platforms
for this service
pf pf pf pf pf pf pf
 pf pf
        
In this case the cost function returns the same value when one service is
moved two positions away from its reference platform and when two services
are moved one platform each If this is considered undesirable one could mea
sure the distance dierently In the following the example an oset is added
fs p	    distancep references		 This measure minimizes the number
of services moved for  platforms that is The distances for platform  now
become
pf pf pf pf pf pf pf
 pf pf
        
In the last cost function the state is taken into account Suppose service
S

is far away from the station and another service say S

 is close When
we rate the state and multiply the distance by this factor we arrive at
fs p	  states	   distancep references			 Suppose that we rate the
state of S

as  far away	 and the state of S

as  close	 we get
pf pf pf pf pf pf pf
 pf pf
S

        
S

        
As a result it is more expensive to move S

than it is to move S

 Some
services cannot be moved at all the service that are at the platform or have

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Figure  System decomposition of the prototype the tools the ToolBus processes
and the main communication lines
just received the instruction to drive to the reserved platform This can easily
be achieved by assigning a high value to the corresponding states In Section
 an example will follow that shows how the notions introduced in this and
the previous sections translate to a linear programming problem
 System decomposition
The system consists of a number of tools that is controlled by ToolBus pro
cesses The reader is referred to  for more information about the ToolBus
In Figure  the architecture is presented I start with a short description of
processes and tools Then I discuss the controller in more detail in the next
section
The Initiator starts when the ToolBus application is run It activates
and initializes the tools and then activates the other ToolBus processes The
Controller is the central component it controls the other processes except
the Clock  The Clock is a device that sends the controller a time pulse The
real time frequency is adjustable In the Apeldoorn case the frequency was
one pulse each  seconds Since the pulses are queued the controller knows
how much time has passed since it read the clock the last time The Schedule
Resolver is the process that coordinates the search for a next consistent and
optimal schedule To that end it uses the linear programming tool Cplex 
by means of frontend Perl script MakeCons the latter identier is derived
from make consistent This script compiles an input le for Cplex given
a station schedule received from the controller a schedule which is probably
inconsistent Furthermore it processes the output of Cplex and returns a new
schedule to the controller The Userinterface and the Instructor model at one
hand the information and instruction displays for respectively passengers and
drivers on the other hand is oers the means to control the system and direct
the simulation Because the system does not control a real CDB detection
input is simulated Detections at the feeds and entrances are generated for
all services of the total initial schedule upon startup Such a schedule covers

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usually  hours The moment of departure is dynamically generated at the
moment the bus state changes to platform
 The controller
In this section follows a presentation on the operational side of the CDBmodel
For the sake of completeness is listed in Figure  the ToolBus version of the
controller in the presentation below I will follow a more abstract and general
approach and therefore not use the ToolBus denotation
The controller developed has a typical control cycle which one also en
counters in the VPIs and the trac regulation systems discussed earlier The
dierence is that the time consumption of the activity of the latter two pro
cesses can reliably be determined also in an empirical way However The
optimization ie rescheduling is an expensive operation The Cplex imple
mentation is nonpolynomial Although it is not unlikely that during the
evolution of CDB control systems theory a specic optimization procedure
can be found with a nice and practical performance it seemed wise to accept
at rst a considerable delay caused by rescheduling The control cycle then
processes detections each cycle but it reschedules only once in a while The
time between rescheduling will be called the inter rescheduling interval in the
following If the system operates that way one has to make sure that in the
inter rescheduling interval valid decisions can be made despite the fact that
inconsistency lures around the corner To be precise the length of the inter
rescheduling interval should be less or equal to the time slice of the schedule
the granularity of the schedule typically one minute	 and less or equal to the
smallest consistency critical margins see the intervals dened in Section 	
In the Apeldoorn case the schedule is specied to the minute optimization
was done once every minute and reservation intervals are at least one minute
longer than halting times We accepted for simplicity that during optimiza
tion no detections are processed busses simply have to wait for instructions
Below other relevant characteristics and assumptions are summarized

In the Apeldoorn case distant means more than  minutes away from the
station The feed detectors lie at  minutes driving time

The detectors are awless All passing busses are correctly detected

It is assumed that always a consistent schedule can be found



The number of buers is limitless

The controller directs services by means of four types of instructions drive
from entrance to platform drive from entrance to buer drive from buer

This is clearly not necessarily true in the current model For instance	 when many busses
are delayed at the platform	 it may be the case that the total length of the busses waiting
in the bu
ers exceeds the total length of the platforms One step to solve this problem is
then to weaken consistency demand  to s  Service 
P
pPlatform
t
sp
 f g instead
of  This consequences of this adaptation	 eg	 on priority	 have not been studied

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process CONTROLLER is
let ToewzContrtoewz Detectdetect Voriglist VorigUpdlist
Nulist KorteHorizonint LangeHorizonint HalteToewzstr
PerronToewzstr VoorAankstr StatAankstr PerVertrstr
Vertraagdstr Nieuwstr NaarPerronstr NaarBufferstr
VanPerronstr VerwVanPerronstr Wyzigingenstr
Updatebool Ackstr
in
subscribetydlist  subscribewyzigingenstr 
Vorig  	
  VorigUpd  	  Nu  	
 
recmsgcontrollerToewzContr
DetectKorteHorizonLangeHorizon 
sndmsgcontrollerok 
 recnotetydNu  recnotetydNunonotetyd 
sndevalDetectgeefDetectiesVorigNu 
recvalueDetectdetectiesVoorAankStatAankPerVertr
sndevalToewzContr
verwerkDetectiesNuVoorAankStatAankPerVertr
recvalueToewzContr
opRydInstrNaarPerronNaarBufferVerwVanPerron 
sndevalDetectstelFeitVertrOpVerwVanPerron
recvalueDetectAck
sndevalToewzContrstelVertrekInstrOpVorigNu 
recvalueToewzContrVanPerron 
sndnoteinstructiesNuNaarPerronNaarBufferVanPerron
LessMinuutVorigUpdNuUpdate 
if Update then
sndevalToewzContrbepaalVertragingenVorigUpdNu 
recvalueToewzContrVertraagd 
sndevalToewzContr
schuifHorizonOpVorigUpdNuKorteHorizon
recvalueToewzContrNieuw 
sndevalToewzContrstelPerronToewzOpNuKorteHorizon 
recvalueToewzContrPerronToewz
sndnotemaakconsPerronToewzVertraagdNieuw
VorigUpd  Nu  recnotewyzigingenWyzigingen 
sndevalToewzContrverwerkWyzigingenWyzigingen 
recvalueToewzContrAck 
sndevalToewzContrstelHalteToewzOpNuLangeHorizon 
recvalueToewzContrHalteToewz
sndnotenwSchermNuHalteToewzConsistente toewijzing
else tau fi  Vorig  Nu
  delta
endlet
Figure  ToolBus script of the controller

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604530150
reschedule reschedule
time
[s,s+14] [s+15,s+29] [s+30,s+44] [s+45,s+59][s-15,s-1]
s s + 60
Figure  The control cycles and processing intervals An interval with an arrow
presents the processing of detections over that interval of past time The text
reschedule under an arc indicates the process of rescheduling
to platform and depart It is assumed that a service responds promptly
and correctly There is one exception to this a service may autonomously
delay its departure
 The control cycle
The main steps in the control cycle are listed below
WHILE in control BEGIN
 Read current time t
 Gather the detections read by the peripherals in the time interval from
the last moment these were read to t
 The detections are processed and the instructions to the drivers are pre
pared
 Send instructions The instruction specify which movements busses are
expected to make drive from entrance to platform or buer drive from
buer to platform depart
 If one minute has passed since the last optimization then reschedule
 Generate a renement of the station schedule to include the order of the
busses at the platform then update the passenger information displays
END
The cycle speed is less than one minute In the prototype it was usually
around  seconds It is reasonable to expect that the updating of some
simple datastructures and the transmission of subsequent instructions as is
done in response to detections can be done really fast The time it takes for
all steps except step  is therefore neglected
In the following will be elaborated on the steps  and  from the control
cycle For a good understanding of the process behaviour there are three things
to keep in mind during the discussion of these steps First given a consistent
schedule at time t there can always be generated a consistent schedule at time
t under the assumptions stated earlier	 This point will be supported in
the discussion though informally Second in the inter rescheduling interval
the schedule does not become inconsistent This is because only the state

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changes consistency does not depend on the state but on the reservation
intervals Third also optimality is retained is some sense This property
could be phrased as stability the way states are valued makes that a new
state of a service increases the claim on the reserved platform of the service
and consequently decreases the chance that the reserved platform changes
during rescheduling The importance of this all is that valid and sensible
control decisions can always be made in the inter rescheduling interval
 Processing detections
Suppose in the following that there is a consistent schedule and that the control
process has just begun to process the detections for the interval s s This
is step  in the previously discussed cycle Below follow the cases that need
to be catered for The order these cases are presented in and the numbering
have no operational meaning
i	 on time at feed
A service for which the reservation starts at s   is expected at the
feed at s we assumed a  minutes driving time	 Because of the arrival
interval there is some margin When the arrival interval is  minute
a detection somewhere in s s   is ne The service is assigned the
status close
ii	 too early at feed
It may well be the case that a service is too early For instance a service
for which a reservation starts at s   and that arrives at the feed at
s is  minute and  seconds too early again it is assumed here that
the driving time from feed detector to entrance detector is  seconds
The service is assigned the status close just like an on time service
At the time the service arrives at the station and the service is still early
a decision has to be made This is discussed in point iv below
iii	 on time at entrance
On time at the entrance means within the arrival interval Departure
intervals and arrival intervals of services assigned to some platform may
overlap Consequently it may happen that the platform is not yet avail
able ie not enough free space In that case the service has to wait at
a buer the state is then buer In case the platform is available or
becomes available the bus can drive to it The state becomes platform
Note that we assumed though this is not conform reality that busses
along a platform instantly link up forward when the rst bus departs
iv	 too early at entrance
Too early means before the arrival interval commences There are three
situations to consider First the early service is the next according to
the schedule to drive on to the reserved platform and there is enough
free space at the platform Second there is not enough free space at
the platform Third the service is not the next to drive to the reserved

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platform ie another service should drive on rst and apparently has not
arrived yet however there is free space at the platform
In the rst case the service can drive on to the platform The start time
of the reservation is elongated so that the arrival interval commences the
current minute It is clear that the schedule remains consistent in this
way
In the other two cases the service is directed to a buer It may occur
when the considered detection is not the nal detection processed in the
inter reschedule interval that some service leaves the reserved platform
somewhat later In that case the service which was hence held up some
time in a buer can drive on to its reserved platform If not we arrive at
the situation where a service is delayed at the buer or more precisely
held up This case is handled prior to rescheduling see point iii in Section
 below
For the third case one might argue that the service be directed to
another platform or jump the queue ie drive on the reserved platform
despite the fact that it is not the next in line according to the schedule
These control options have not been studied
Note that we use the assumption that there is always enough buer
space
v	 departed
When a service leaves this is detected at the exit of the station The
state of the service is changed to departed Consequently the free space
of the platform increases with the length of the bus that left
vi	 in buer
A service that resides at a buer waits for space at its reserved platform
This is checked each cycle As soon there is space the service is instructed
to drive on The state changes to platform A service will be delayed
when the platform does not come available within the arrival interval of
the service
Delays are processed prior to rescheduling In the next section is discussed
how
 Accounting for delays and rescheduling
In step  of the control cycle the rst action is to adapt the reservations of
delayed busses Suppose we have arrived at point of time s The following
busses are considered delayed
i	 delayed at feed
A service for which the reservation starts at s was expected at the
feed at s Of course busses are not that precise So s   or s  
should be ne moments too Suppose there is an arrival interval of one
minute If the service is not detected in the interval s s   then

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Serv Ref Pf Start Res Len Res Halt Time State Len Bus
    min  min   m
    min  min   m
    min  min   m
Table 

Schedule and other data for the linear programming example
it is considered to be delayed this is signaled by the status delayed
The eect of this delay is that the reservation length is increased by one
minute


ii	 delayed at entrance
A service is delayed at the entrance when it did not arrive in its arrival
interval The reservation interval is shifted one minute
iii	 delayed at buer
A service cannot drive from the buer to the platform in its arrival in
terval The reservation interval is shifted one minute
iv	 delayed at platform
When a service is delayed at the platform this means it did not leave
in its departure interval The reservation length is increased with one
minute
Now the delayed busses have been identied and the reservations are adapted
Consequently the schedule may have become inconsistent Is case it is still
consistent nothing needs to be done in the current model This can simply
be understood when there are no inconsistencies no reserved platforms have
to be changed consequently the cost function returns  Otherwise a new
schedule needs to be found A small example of this is given in the next
section
 A linear programming example
In this section is described by example how the linear equations are obtained
For the theory of linear programming the reader is referred to 
 Suppose
we have three platforms named   and  and three services named  
and  We know the following of these three services this is just a rotated
variant of a schedule in the style of Table 	
The length of the platforms   and  respectively is   and  meters
For each possible combination of a service and a platform a booleanvalued

Shifting the reservation one minute is also defendable	 however	 with a shift one does not
count with the possibility that the service makesup for the lost time

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variable t
sp
is introduced which is subscribted with the service and platform
name This gives
t

t

t

t

t

t

t

t

t


Recall that the variables t
sp
have been called halt variables in the section on
the cost function When a halt variable t
sp
has the value  this means that
service s is assigned to platform p As stated before a service can only be
assigned to one and only one platform This constraint is captured in the
following three equations
t

 t

 t

 
t

 t

 t

 
t

 t

 t

 
In Section  three cost functions were discussed Here a fourth variant is
used with no oset
X
sService
X
pPlatform
states	 distancep references		 t
sp

Suppose the platforms are linearly ordered the distance is measured as in
Section  Then the cost function results in
 t

  t

  t


 t

  t

  t


 t

  t

  t


Consider the upper left summand  t

 The costs for placing service  on
platform  is  because the state equals  and the distance equals  ie it
takes a onestep move from platform  current	 to platform  suggested	
Next the conditions for a consistent station schedule will be discussed I
start with the conditions on the capacity of platforms We demanded that the
total length of the busses assigned to a platform may not exceed the platform
length Given the lengths specied above this means that for instance service
 and  cannot be assigned to platform  at the same moment or more formal
it need be that  t

  t

  The equation for the services  and
 and platform  is the following   t

   t

  Note that this
equation always holds Tautologies will be neglected from now on The other

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length equations are
 t

  t

 
 t

  t

 
 t

  t

 
It is not necessary to add equations for the combination of service  and service
 because service  has already left before  arrives Finally we encode the
conditions imposed on arrival and departure intervals From Table  we derive
the following intervals
Service Arrival interval Departure interval
      
      
      
Hence there are two conicts with the conditions First the arrival intervals
of service  and service  are not disjunct This fact renders the current
schedule inconsistent	 Second the departure intervals of service  and  are
not disjunct The last conict is already catered for because service  and 
are together too lengthy anyway The condition with respect to service  and
 is formulated as follows
t

 t

 
t

 t

 
t

 t

 
Running Cplex on the above formulated conditions and cost function results
in the platform assignment of service   and  to respectively platform  
and  Hence service  is moved from platform  to platform  This is what
could be expected Because the most direct problem is that service  and 
were assigned to the same platform One of them should be moved Service
 has the lowest state ie the weakest claim hence it is moved to the free
platform
 Evaluation
In this chapter the notion of a Compact Dynamic Bus station has been intro
duced and a model of a control system for such a station has been described
The CDB was the object of study in a project in cooperation with Nederland
Haarlem and the CWI
The project was a forward engineering project in a domain new to the
academic participants and relatively new to Nederland Haarlem It quickly

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turned out from conversations with Nederland Haarlem that the notions in
volved were weakly developed This was conrmed also by initial work in
ASFSDF which resulted in long winded and hard to penetrate specica
tions in retrospect I must add that though it was clearly too early for formal
work ASFSDF was not the right formalism too See  for information
about the ASFSDF formalism	 We decided that it was not appropriate to
follow a strictly formal route Moreover Nederland Haarlem turned out to be
working on the construction of a control system based on a station simulation
tool of another party They experienced problems in getting this going and
were keen on having an alternative Therefore it was considered important
that the project would result in a concrete result that would clearly show
them the opportunities of an alternative route Finally from the initial dis
cussions it became clear that linear programming was a serious candidate for
solving the logistic decision problem Hence the construction of a restricted
prototype seemed feasible and to cover all aims intuition building in a new
domain a concrete outlook at an alternative route This approach turned
out to be reasonably successful with respect to the latter the prototype was
constructed and linear programming suced reasonably well Nevertheless
the intuitions got too much embedded in the system decomposition ie a
behavioural specication of some level of formality was within grasp though
not produced Apart from real time constraints an important reason for that
was our strong focus on algebraic formalisms For an initial behavioural spec
ication a modal logic based formalism would have been more appropriate
Therefore what seems to be the conclusion our style of algebraic modelling
works in a domain where the concepts are identied are pretty operational
and are supported by a clear intuition for they demand detailed facts This
is conrmed by the other cases For example the trac regulation system
the generic structure editor and the Model Factory described respectively in
Chapter  Chapter  and Section  of Chapter 
of 	 all went smooth a
stable domain While Lamp Remplace Section  of Chapter 
 of 	 was
again a struggle a system to be invented
Despite the sparsity of the formal modelling it does show how easy it
is to integrate notions of other disciplines here operations research in one
framework The ToolBus is a strong example of how this feature can be
exploited down to the construction of real systems
On the model itself a number of remarks is in place The prototype was in
tended to be freely congurable However the system was constructed around
one case only the projected CDB for Apeldoorn We expect this may have
negatively inuenced the generality of the prototype
Furthermore the model developed is restricted It can be extended in
many ways the cost function can be rened eg account for the distance
between services with a transit relation and the interaction with a service
manager is not modelled
Moreover there are several mismatches with reality innite buer capac

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ity is assumed the immediate shift forward at a platform and there are many
more sources of delays
With respect to project and account management the following has to be
said Contract research on a systematic basis asks for additional management
capacity at the institutes The activities of contract writing the guidance of
projects account management and acquisition are hard to integrate in a in
stitute that is fully research and educationoriented because it is a demanding
job Striking in this respect is the fact that Nederland Haarlem installed Sum
mer 
 a CDB control system at Nijmegen without us knowing it They did
not use our results I count this in the rst place as a marketing failure from
our side At the time of writing the CDB project didnt know a followup The
project was followed by negotiations about a project on trac regulation and
a followup to Lamp Replace see Section  of Chapter 
 of citevanVlijmen
Both projects did not leave the proposal stage
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